Northern Highland - American Legion State Forest
C106H Stand 13 and C107H Stand 14
Round 2 Aspen 124 Acres
Town of Arbor Vitae T40N, R7E, Sections 26, 27, 34 & 35
NHAL - SF Master Plan Mgmt Area 5 - Big Arbor Vitae Loamy Hills - Forest Production
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Area 5: Big Arbor Vitae Loamy Hills

C106H Stand 13 (43 Acres) is an aspen stand with an origin year of 1975. This stand was originally part of a larger block of aspen and will undergo a coppice with standards to maintain aspen on the landscape and promote age class diversity.

C107 Stand 14 (81 Acres) is an aspen stand with a year of origin of 1972. This stand will undergo a coppice with standards to regenerate the aspen and maintain the species on the landscape.